
R. Franco Digital returns to ICE London 
2023 to showcase innovative portfolio

2nd February 2023: R. Franco Digital, R. Franco Group’s digital division, is making a return to ICE London 2023 next month, 
ready to show delegates its latest platform-based solution, remote gaming server and expanded games portfolio.

Spain’s leading provider will be exhibiting its offerings at Stand N7-210 at ExCeL London on February 7-9, where among 
the innovative and advanced solutions on display will be the standout IRIS 4.0 platform. The open, omni-channel operation 
system has been making industry waves for its complete, versatile and stable technological features. These allow operators 
to integrate player management, payment gateway administration, promotions, game configuration and responsible gaming 
tools.

Also being showcased by R. Franco Digital is the IRIS Power Vault. The data-monitoring application can be used for different 
regulated markets including Spain and Colombia. Adaptable to different legal frameworks, the product can be used in con-
junction with IRIS 4.0 or independently.

R. Franco Digital’s varied slot catalogue will also be promoted at the event. Featuring award-winning titles comprising both 
classic and innovative releases, the range of games are a reference point in the industry for their great performance, rich 
content, mathematical modelling and player experience. Recent titles that will be on show include Vikings Rage, Treasure 
Keeper and Total Strike.

Rounding off the offering, R. Franco Digital will also be pushing its state of the art remote gaming server, Kolyseo. Based on 
microservices with an MGA licence, the aggregator can host any type of game and is scalable to an unlimited capacity.



Situated at Stand N7-210, R. Franco will be looking forward to welcoming delegates to discuss its range of comprehensive 
and innovative solutions.

The R. Franco International team, led by Javier Sacristán, International Business Director, said: “We are delighted to 
announce we will be back in attendance at this year’s ICE London event. It always provides us with a fantastic opportunity to 
display our products and technological developments, and we look forward to welcoming both old and new clients.

“ICE London is one of the most important events in the industry and allows us to not only showcase our own solutions but gain 
valuable industry insights to strengthen our own development and growth.”
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About R Franco Digital

R. Franco Digital is part of Grupo R. Franco, Spain’s most established gaming company. Founded in 2014, it was established 
to leverage more than 50 years of R. Franco Group heritage with the development of new technologies to support the digital 
world.

Building upon its unique experience in the gaming industry, R. Franco Digital offers operators a portfolio of complete solutions 
and innovative products, including a full portfolio of games, with its omni-channel platform IRIS at the centre of all operations.


